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1. UTimelinessU:  This response is filed within the time allowable by the Military 
Commissions Trial Judiciary Rules of Court. 
 
2.          URelief SoughtU:  The Government respectfully requests the Military Judge deny the 
Defense Motion to Dismiss the Charges and Specifications for Unlawful Influence.  The Defense 
fails to demonstrate how the Legal Advisor to the Convening Authority or senior political 
appointees improperly influenced the prosecution of this case in a manner that would render the 
Convening Authority’s referral of the charges invalid.  Similarly, the Defense fails to establish a 
proper basis to disqualify the Legal Advisor from further participation in this case.  
 
3.            UOverviewU:  There was no unlawful influence in this case.  The Legal Advisor was 
authorized to take all of the actions the Defense claims constitute “unauthorized influence,” 
consistent with his roles as supervisor of prosecutors and the independent legal advisor to the 
Convening Authority.   
 
4.            UBurden of ProofU:  As the moving party, the Defense bears the burden of persuasion.  
See Rule for Military Commissions (RMC) 905(c).F

1
F     

                                                 
1 The decisions of the military courts interpreting the Uniform Code of Military Justice are not binding on this 
commission.  See 10 U.S.C. § 948b(c).  To the extent the court looks to the UCMJ for guidance, under court-martial 
practice, the Defense has the initial burden of producing sufficient evidence to show facts which, if true, would 
constitute unlawful influence, and that the alleged unlawful influence has a logical connection to courts-martial in 
terms of its potential to cause unfairness in the proceedings.  See HGreen v. Widdecke, 19 U.S.C.M.A. 576, 579, 42 
C.M.R. 178, 181 (1970)H ("Generalized, unsupported claims of 'command control' will not suffice to create a 
justiciable issue.").  The burden of disproving the existence of unlawful influence or proving that it did not affect the 
proceeding does not shift to the  Prosecution until the defense meets its burden of production.  See HUnited States v. 
Thomas, 22 M.J. 388, 396 (CMA 1986)H, cert. denied, H479 U.S. 1085, 94 L. Ed. 2d 146, 107 S. Ct. 1289 (1987)H; 
HUnited States v. Rosser, 6 M.J. 267 (CMA 1979)H.  After the burden shifts to the Prosecution, the Prosecution must 
address two distinct issues:  (1) what must be proven? and (2) what is the quantum of proof required?  See United 
State v. Biagase, 50 M.J. 143, 151 (1999) (“The  [Prosecution] may carry its burden (1) by disproving the predicate 
facts on which the allegation of unlawful command influence is based; (2) by persuading the military judge or the 
appellate court that the facts do not constitute unlawful command influence; (3) if at trial, by producing evidence 
proving that the unlawful command influence will not affect the proceedings; or (4), if on appeal, by persuading the 
appellate court that the unlawful command influence had no prejudicial impact on the court-martial.”). 



 
           

 
5.          UFacts.U  
 
The following facts supplement or clarify assertions contained in the Defense motion (D-001) 
(and the numbering corresponds to the paragraphs in the Defense motion); the  Prosecutionis 
prepared to support these facts with affidavits: 
 
ii.  Mr. Haynes did not say the words as quoted. He did tell Colonel Davis that the process would 
be under scrutiny and that the possibility of acquittals did not concern him.   He made the 
decision to “hire” Colonel Davis for the position of Chief Prosecutor after this meeting.  He 
spoke to trial and defense counsel several times during his tenure as Department of Defense 
General Counsel, always emphasizing their ethical duty to serve zealously and ethically in the 
roles they undertook. 
 
iii.  It was a meeting of the Special Oversight Group, not the Special Detainee Follow-Up Group 
(SDFG).  The elections were on 7 November 2006.  No charges had been sworn in any cases as 
of the meeting of 29 September 2006.  Immediately after Deputy Secretary England made 
comments regarding the elections, Mr. Haynes, the DoD General Counsel, and one of about 16 
persons present at the meeting, cautioned all in the group that the decisions on whom to charge 
and when to charge were the decisions of the Chief Prosecutor.   
 
iv. The term "high value detainee" comes from The Office of the Director of National 
Intelligence, and refers to the program that included special safeguards and oversight for the 
questioning and processing of select detainees in U.S. custody. The Legal Advisor's use of this 
term reflects adoption of a term that he did not initiate, that precedes his tenure, and that has been 
used by many parties, including defense counsel.  It reflects no prejudgment or lack of 
objectivity. 
 
v. Mr. Cambone's comments were made, if at all, at the Special Oversight Group, not the SDFG.  
They drew no reaction from others at the meeting and had no impact on the commissions 
process.  These comments are irrelevant. 
 
vi. The defense statement that "the language found in 10 U.S.C. sec. 949b. . . prohibits 
interference with the Chief Prosecutor" is inaccurate.  Section 949b reads as follows: “(2) No 
person may attempt to coerce or, by any unauthorized means, influence-- 
(C) the exercise of professional judgment by trial counsel or defense counsel.”  The unlawful 
influence section mentions neither the Chief Defense Counsel nor the Chief Prosecutor; it also 
does not use the words “interference” or “interfere.” 
 
viii. Mr. Dell’Orto does not recall having made such a phone call to Colonel Davis. 
 
ix. Mr. Haynes asked Colonel Davis about charging detainee Hicks because Colonel Davis 
frequently had mentioned Mr. Hicks to him.  Mr. Haynes did not at any time ask Colonel Davis 
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“to charge a few additional detainees along with Mr. Hicks.” 
 
xi. It is inaccurate that Colonel Davis did not know of the pretrial agreement until he arrived at 
Guantanamo Bay.  He signed a document recommending approval of the pretrial agreement that 
Judge Crawford, the Convening Authority, considered before making her decision to approve the 
pretrial agreement.  Colonel Davis’s involvement in the negotiations was a sensitive matter 
because of the defense motion to disqualify him based on his public comments critical of defense 
counsel on the case. 
 
Judge Crawford did not "privately counsel[] Colonel Davis about his having publicly broken 
ranks with the Office of the Convening Authority." She did not seek a meeting with him 
regarding his remarks, but in a later encounter with Colonel Davis the latter told her that he 
thought it was “healthy” that the press reported that he disagreed with her. She made no 
comment.   
 
xii.  General Hartmann did seek case briefs and orientation from prosecutors on cases they had in 
development. 
 
xiv. The term “sexy” did not originate with BGen Hartmann but was a term used by Colonel 
Davis and others to signify cases that would capture public attention.  Similarly, referring to 
cases with “blood” on them was understood by prosecutors, including Colonel Davis, as 
reflecting a case of sufficient gravity that it warranted expenditure of finite prosecutorial 
resources.   
 
xvi.  Colonel Davis told his staff that he would not push them to present evidence that was 
obtained in a manner that troubled them, though he did not use the terms “torture” or 
“waterboarding.” 
 

BGen Hartmann did not “insist[] that such decisions be left to military judges,” but he did say, to 
the staff as well as in Congressional testimony, that reliability was properly the concern of the 
prosecutor while the judge, under the rules, had final call to evaluate the admissibility of the 
evidence “in the best interests of justice.”  BGen Hartmann never told Colonel Davis to have 
prosecutors present cases derived from torture or other questionable evidence; they had no 
conversations on this topic. 
 

xvii. BGen Hartmann agreed with Colonel Davis’s sentiment about trying cases in public to the 
maximum extent possible.  The discussion regarding “closed sessions to admit classified 
evidence” refers to employing Military Commissions Rule of Evidence 505 to find a path to 
present in open court information for which the source or method by which it was obtained might 
be classified, a process with which Colonel Davis agreed. 
 

xviii. Colonel Davis delivered his complaint to Judge Crawford’s office on a Friday, and on 
Monday she called to tell him that she had presented it to Mr. Haynes, the DoD General Counsel, 
earlier that morning; she did not consider it a matter for the Inspector General, though Colonel 
Davis remained free to present it directly to the IG at any time.  She also told Colonel Davis that 
she had directed that neither BGen Hartmann nor Mr. Michael Chapman, staff director for the 
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Office of Military Commissions (who also served as Acting Legal Advisor in the Legal 
Advisor’s absence) would serve as legal advisor on any pending cases until the matters raised in 
Colonel Davis’s complaint were resolved.  She named Mr. Ron White, an attorney on her staff, 
to perform those functions in the meantime. 
 

xx. The referenced memorandum does not mention that the Deputy General Counsel reports to 
Mr. Haynes (the General Counsel).  It simply states that the Legal Advisor will report to the 
Deputy General Counsel who will supervise the Legal Advisor.  In addition, Colonel Davis did 
not “resign;” Colonel Davis asked that he be relieved and on 5 October 2007 he was relieved of 
his duties. 
 

xxii. BGen Hartmann’s note did not “demand” the return of the draft; in fact (see the defense’s 
own Appendix H), he wrote, “I believe that the clearest ethical guidance is that the Deputy 
should return the document and not use it in any fashion,” concluding that “I am happy to discuss 
this matter further.” 
 
xxiii. BGen Hartmann said at his press conference that he had received sworn charges that 
morning – an accurate statement not “belied” by earlier circulation of draft charges. 
 
xxiv. The last sentence mischaracterizes the defense response included as its own Appendix L.  
The counsel’s principal concern was that the security advisors to the defense team be, in effect, 
walled off from the prosecution and that any communication with any other governmental 
agency be only for the purpose of making “need to know” determinations.  It certainly does not 
complain that the MOU “extend[s] the Convening Authority’s powers.” 
 

xxv.  The Convening Authority took action contrary to the written advice of the Legal Advisor, 
who had recommended referring non-capital charges against detainee Qahtani; she dismissed 
charges against this detainee.  The Convening Authority did not see the charges against these 
detainees in any form before they were sworn.  The Legal Advisor’s recommendation to the 
Convening Authority to refer the charges against Qahtani as non-capital was contrary to the 
recommendation of the Chief Prosecutor who recommended that the charges be referred as 
capital charges. 
 
xxviii.  The asserted concerns about BGen Hartmann’s management style are inapplicable to and 
not substantiated with regard to the set of charges before this court. 
 
xxix.  No factors other than the merits of the case were involved in the decision of whom to 
charge and at what time.  BGen Hartmann never directed Colonel Davis to use evidence derived 
from torture and never even discussed the topic of torture with him; moreover, BGen Hartmann 
was not “read-on” to the classified program dealing with High Value Detainees until four days 
after Colonel Davis filed his complaint, at which point substantive communication between the 
two had ceased.  BGen Hartmann never directed Colonel Davis to use evidence obtained in a 
manner that either considered to have produced evidence that was tainted or unreliable. 
 
Additional facts: 

•  The Convening Authority reports only and directly to The Secretary of Defense. 
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•  Neither the Deputy Secretary of Defense nor the DoD General Counsel, nor the Under 
Secretary of Defense (Intelligence) has any supervisory relationship to the Convening 
Authority. 

                                                                                                                                                                     
6.    ULaw and ArgumentU:                                                                                                                        

a. The Defense must prove the nexus between the actions of the Legal Advisor or senior 
political appointees and some legally cognizable harm to the accused.F

2
F  The position of Chief 

Prosecutor is limited in its ability to affect the process; he need not swear charges – typically 
does not – and his judgments and recommendations are not final or conclusive. 
 
b. Having failed to prove actual unlawful influence, the Defense has no basis for asserting 
apparent unlawful influence.  The concept of apparent unlawful influence does not exist in 
the MCA, the MMC, or any of the regulations promulgated by the Secretary of Defense.  To 
the extent, as a mater of judicial construction of the UCMJ, such decisions are expressly 
made not binding on this commission.  See 10 U.S.C. § 948b(c).  Moreover, the concerns 
upon which the unlawful command influence are based, have little applicability to the 
context of military commissions being used to prosecute our Nation’s enemies.  Whereas it 
may be appropriate to find apparent unlawful command influence even in the absence of 
prejudice to a member of our Armed Forces, such a broad and undefined concept is out of 
place when it can be used or easily manufactured by those at war with the United States.F

3
F   

 
There is no basis for dismissing the charges or disqualifying the Legal Advisor in this case 

c. Even if the facts were as represented by the Defense, they reflect the Legal Advisor’s 
complementary role, one deeply rooted in military law, by which the Legal Advisor (Staff 
Judge Advocate) also supervises the prosecution effort.  

d. The Secretary of Defense acted consistent with the Military Commissions Act (MCA) in 
fashioning the position of Legal Advisor, a lawful exercise of his authority as head of the 
Department of Defense, and consistent with the tradition and functions of the Staff Judge 
Advocate (SJA) in military practice.F

4
F  The MCA empowers the Secretary of Defense to 

promulgate procedures for military commissions “so far as [he] considers practicable…[that] 
apply the principles of law…in trial by general court-martial.”  The role of the Staff Judge 
Advocate under the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) is the precursor to and the 
equivalent of the Legal Advisor to the Convening Authority for the military commissions 
process.  Just as the Manual for Courts-Martial requires the SJA to give independent legal 
advice on jurisdiction, sufficiency of the evidence and other factorsF

5
F, RMC 406 requires the 

Legal Advisor to make similar recommendations to the Convening Authority. Just as Article 
36 of the UCMJ delegates the rule making authority to the President, Sec. 949a(a) of the 
MCA delegates rule-making authority to the Secretary of Defense. 

                                                 

3 We note that even in the court-martial context, the burden for proving apparent unlawful command influence is 
high to guard against baseless allegations.  See, e.g., United States v. Lewis, 63 M.J. 405, 415 (2006).  
4 10 U.S.C. se9(a). 
5 See Rule for Courts-Martial 406(b) 

2United States v. Reynolds, 40 M.J. 98, 202 (C.M.A. 1994). 
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e. There is nothing in BGen Hartmann’s conduct, even as characterized by the Defense, that 
calls into question his ability to provide the “independent and informed appraisal of the 
charges” that the Discussion to RMC 406 suggests.  His role as supervisor of the prosecution 
is complementary to, not in conflict with his role as the legal advisor to the Convening 
Authority ; the requirement to bring justice is present in both circumstances.  The Defense 
adverts to decisions or recommendations that BGen Hartmann has made since assuming his 
role.  An action as ministerial as seeking the retrieval of a missent document by someone on 
his staff should not be interpreted in a manner that calls into question his ability to perform 
his dual role.  Not every recommendation or decision that is contrary to the Defense’s wishes 
translates to the Legal Advisor’s abandonment of his role; moreover, the Defense would 
agree that the Legal Advisor has no supervisory role over its operations, though his 
commitment to justice must include fair consideration of Defense submissions, requests, and 
legal arguments. Furthermore, the Defense fails to cite a single case where the Legal Advisor 
improperly pressured a trial or defense counsel. 

f. For a Legal Advisor (SJA) to be disqualified, he must so thoroughly abandon any 
pretense of impartiality that his ability properly to give advice to the Convening Authority is 
unalterably compromised.  In this case, the Defense complains simply that the Legal 
Advisor’s supervision of the prosecution effort has been exacting and intensive, not that it 
has been unethical or in any sense inconsistent with the supervisory functions historically 
exercised by an SJA, who also serves as the legal advisor to a commander or convening 
authority. 
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Any influence the Legal Advisor had on this case was properly authorized by law 
 

g. The Military Commissions Act (MCA) provides that no person may attempt to coerce or, 
by any unauthorized means, influence the exercise of professional judgment by trial counsel 
or defense counsel.  10 U.S.C. §949b(a)(2)(c).  Of course, implicit within this section of the 
statute is the recognition that there may be persons who may influence both trial and defense 
counsel by authorized means.  All of BGen Hartmann’s actions, as averred by the Defense, 
were authorized by and consistent with the MCA, the Manual for Military Commissions 
(MMC), and well established principles of military jurisprudence,. 

 
h. The MCA specifically gives the Secretary of Defense the authority to draft pre-trial 
procedures that apply the principles of law in trial by general courts-martial.  See 10 U.S.C. 
§949a(a).  Such pre-trial procedures would entail the Legal Advisor’s responsibilities for 
supervision over the Prosecution, as well as the Legal Advisor’s responsibilities to draft pre-
trial advice on the sufficiency of the sworn charges; both common responsibilities of Staff 
Judge Advocates.  
 
i. We note at the outset that the decisions of the military courts interpreting the Uniform 
Code of Military Justice are not binding on this commission.  See 10 U.S.C. § 948b(c).  
Moreover, the positions of the SJA and the Legal Advisor, as they relate to the specter of 
unlawful command influence, differ in significant respects.  For example, in typical military 
justice matters a court-martial convening authority’s primary responsibility is for the good 
order and discipline of his subordinate troops; to assist him in these duties he has a “core 
staff” which is often composed of a Chief of Staff, functional staff officers, and, among 
others, a Staff Judge Advocate.  In contrast, the Convening Authority for Military 
Commissions has only the limited authority to make determinations on certain matters 
regarding military commissions, and has other military role.  The Convening Authority 
possesses no “core staff” in the military sense of the term, and as such was not given a “Staff 
Judge Advocate.”  However, the Legal Advisor to the Convening Authority operates in a 
nearly identical manner to a Staff Judge Advocate on matters relating to justice. 

 
j. The role of the Staff Judge Advocate under the Uniform Code of Military Justice is the 
precursor to and the equivalent of the Legal Advisor to the Convening Authority for the 
military commissions process.  Just as the Manual for Courts-Martial requires the SJA to 
give independent legal advice on jurisdiction, sufficiency of the evidence and other factorsF

6
F, 

RMC 406 requires the Legal Advisor to make similar recommendations to the Convening 
Authority.  Just as Article 36 delegates the rule making authority to the President, Sec. 
949a(a) delegates rule making authority to the Secretary of Defense.  Any analysis of BGen 
Hartmann’s actions as Legal Advisor to the Convening Authority is best accomplished by 
evaluating whether an SJA to a General Court-Martial Convening Authority would have been 
authorized to take such action. 

                                                 
6 See Rule for Courts-Martial 406(b) 
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k. Even assuming, for purposes of this motion, that everything the defense counsel alleged 
against BGen Hartmann is true, his actions were consistent with the role envisioned by the 
Secretary of Defense in the Manual for Military Commissions, and in accordance with 
generally accepted principles governing the role of  a Staff Judge Advocate in the court-
martial process.  Contrary to the Defense claim, BGen Hartmann did not become the de facto 
Chief Prosecutor in this case.  While the defense is correct that BGen Hartmann held a press 
conference after receiving a copy of the sworn charges, the press conference he gave was 
informational only, and expressed no opinion as to the guilt or innocence of the accused (and 
in fact emphasized that they were to be considered innocent at this stage).F

7
F  In this press 

conference BGen Hartmann announced that the Chief Prosecutor had forwarded charges in a 
case of intense interest to the American public, and explained the process of how the charges 
would proceed under a legal system that was still relatively new to the American public.  The 
need for factual and objective explanations about the military commission process, and the 
robust protections it affords to those accused, is an important and proper role for the Legal 
Advisor.  While the Legal Advisor’s Office reviewed draft charges in advance of the press 
conference, as might an SJA for a potential court-martial, his announcement that he had just 
received sworn charges the morning of the press conference was true.  The defense motion 
suggests that BGen Hartmann gave a false official statement about when his office received 
sworn charges, an assertion it should realize is baseless, since the Defense admits that BGen 
Hartmann used the word “sworn” on page 16 of its brief.  
 
l. Furthermore, it was completely reasonable for the Legal Advisor to believe drafts of the 
charge sheet circulating in his office were privileged attorney work product and to seek to 
recover any such material that was inadvertently disclosed to an outside party by a member 
of his staff.  As the Legal Advisor is ultimately mandated by law to give legal advice 
regarding whether there is jurisdiction over an accused, as well as the sufficiency of the 
charges and the evidence, it was entirely proper for him to evaluate draft charges.  To 
characterize BGen Hartmann’s attempt to recover attorney work product as an attempt to 
“improperly influence” the Chief Defense Counsel’s Office is a groundless distortion.    

 

                                                 
7 The Defense cites an article (Defense Brief pg 20) by Scott Horton entitled “The Great Guantanamo Puppet 
Theatre” as “proof” that there is an intolerable strain on the public perception of the military commissions system.  
In this article, the author claims that BGen Hartmann denounced the defendants as “terrorist murderers who are 
finally seeing a glimpse of justice.”  The Prosecution challenges the Defense to present one shred of evidence that 
BGen Hartmann ever made such a statement.  The article goes on to suggest that the any decisions in the case are to 
be referred to BGen Hartmann, and even cites to his role as “a sort of appellate authority” (both of which are either 
patently incorrect or, at the very minimum, misleading).  While there very well may be a strain on the public 
perception of the military commission system, it is in no small part caused by reckless insinuation and falsehoods 
spread by such articles.  While the authors clearly have the right to publish such articles, regardless if they are 
actually true, the Defense is surely aware of the inaccuracies in the article.  Such evidence to support their argument 
that there is a strain on the public perception of the military justice system should carry zero weight with this 
commission. 
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Distinctions between the instant case and the case of United States v Hamdan 
 

m. The Defense cites to findings of fact and conclusions of law by Judge Allred in United 
States v Hamdan.  Notwithstanding the fact that such findings and rulings of law are not 
binding precedent on another, there are many distinctions in the alleged involvement of the 
Legal Advisor in the two cases that warrant denial of the defense motion in this case. 
 
n. In the Hamdan case the Military Judge was specifically concerned about BGen 
Hartmann’s intention to enter into pretrial negotiations with the defense counsel.  No such 
allegation has been made in the instant case.  Judge Allred also was concerned with BGen 
Hartmann’s supposed direction that  certain cases be tried; no such allegation arises in this 
case, as the prosecution of these individuals had been in preparation long before the BGen 
Hartmann’s arrival.  Finally, Judge Allred was concerned that the Chief Prosecutor and the 
two prosecutors on the Hamdan case felt they were being “nano-managed” and one even 
requested an ethical opinion due to BGen Hartmann’s involvement in that case.  No such 
allegations exist for this case.  

 
The remedy requested by the Defense offends notions of justice. 

 
o. Two thousand nine hundred seventy three people were killed on September 11th, 2001.  
The Prosecution has alleged that the five accused in this case were principal architects of this 
crime.  Defense counsel claim that the proper remedy for BGen Hartmann’s involvement in 
this case, a case that was well into its preparations prior to his arrival, is to dismiss the 
charges with prejudice, ensuring that these individuals may never be tried by the United 
States for their actions.  Were there any cause for relief, it would not warrant such an 
disproportionate and ludicrous remedy. 
 
p. There are a host of lesser remedies, well developed in military case law, that fall well 
short of the Draconian measure of dismissal of charges or disqualification of a participant.  
While none is warranted in this case, the Prosecution would urge the opportunity to address 
such options should the Military Judge find it appropriate to do so.     

 
.      
7. URequest for Oral ArgumentU:  The Government requests oral argument and intends to 
present evidence in support of this response. 
 
8. UWitnesses for the motion: 

a. Brigadier General Thomas Hartmann, USAF 
b. Colonel Morris Davis, USAF 

 
9. Other Evidence: 

a. Affidavit of the Honorable Susan J. Crawford, Convening Authority 
b. Affidavit of Mr. Jim Haynes   
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AFFIDAVIT OF THE HONORABLE SUSAN J. CRAWFORD 
 
 

Judge Susan J. Crawford, being duly sworn, deposes and says, 
 
I became the Convening Authority for the Office of Military Commissions on February 4, 
2007.  I was appointed by the Secretary of Defense, and ordinarily report to the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense (DSD), in his capacity as the Secretary’s alter ego.  The DSD signs 
my Senior Executive Service rating. 
 
I am the only person in this organization who is directly in the supervisory chain of the 
Secretary of Defense, rather than the Office of General Counsel, Department of Defense.  I 
do not supervise any personnel in the Office of Military Commissions. 
 
As Convening Authority, I am in a 3-year term position as a member of the Senior 
Executive Service (SES), not part of the career SES.  I previously served for 15 years as a 
judge and chief judge on the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces, and have served, 
among other positions, as the General Counsel, Department of the Army, and Inspector 
General, Department of Defense. 
 
I have never received input, orders, instructions, or suggestions from the Secretary of 
Defense, Deputy Secretary of Defense, or any other person regarding anything having to 
do with the trial of detainees by military commissions.  My rare conversations with the 
Deputy Secretary have concerned matters such as whether to permit sketch artists to 
operate in the military commissions courtroom and the funding of the new courtroom in 
Guantanamo Bay – never about particular cases, the pace of trials, types of cases charged, 
or anything having to do with the selection, charging and trial of any of the detainees. 
 
I became aware of Colonel Morris Davis’s concerns about his relationship with Brigadier 
General Hartmann some time after July 2007, perhaps in August.  I believed that Colonel 
Davis misunderstood the supervisory chain and misunderstood the role of legal advisor, 
which I believe is analogous to a staff judge advocate in military practice.  Colonel Davis 
never raised any concerns about the military commissions process, substantive or 
procedural, before that point.  He already was the Chief Prosecutor when I assumed my 
duties. 
 
Colonel Davis delivered a complaint about office operations, mainly dealing with BGen 
Hartmann’s interaction with the prosecution, to my office on Friday, August 24, 2007.  I 
was not present in the office at the time, (for the record, I was not attending a Johnny 
Mathis concert as alleged by Colonel Davis in his testimony – the concert was the evening 
of August 23 at Wolf Trap Park for the Performing Arts) but became aware of the 
substance of his complaint that afternoon and set up an appointment with William J. 
Haynes, General Counsel of the Department of Defense for the following Monday 



morning. I consulted Mr. Haynes because both Brigadier General Hartmann and Colonel 
Davis worked for him, and I thought it appropriate that their supervisory chain address the 
issue rather than the Convening Authority or the IG (l well recognized that Colonel Davis 
had an independent right to present matters to the IG at any time and did not have to go 
through me or anyone else to do so). Following the meeting with Mr. Haynes, I sent a 
memorandum to Mr. Haynes referring the complaint to him for appropriate action and to 
Colonel Davis informing him that I had referred his complaint to the DOD General 
Counsel. Before he received the memo, Colonel Davis called me that same afternoon to 
inquire as to the status of the matter and 1advised him of my referral action. 

On Friday, September 21, 2007, I met with Colonel Davis in my office at his request. 
Colonel Wendy Kelly was also present. At that meeting Colonel Davis informed me of the 
details of an amendment to his complaint against Brigadier General Hartmann. Since the 
matter had not yet been resolved, I did not comment. Colonel Davis also informed me that 
his office would not swear charges in any future cases until the matter was resolved. I 
advised him that I had removed BGen Hartmann and Mr. Michael Chapman (Office of 
Military Commissions StaffDirector, who also served as Deputy Legal Advisor) from 
involvement in providing legal advice to me until the matters that Colonel Davis raised 
were resolved; I intended to ask the General Counsel to appoint Mr. Ron White, also on 
the staff, to serve in that capacity in the meantime. Thus, and especially since the Court of 
Military Commission Review had already ruled in favor of the government on the issue of 
jurisdiction in United States v. Khadr, I advised Colonel Davis that there was no reason for 
his office not to charge cases if those cases were prepared. 

I had very few conversations with Mr. Haynes about the commissions process, and no 
conversations regarding particular cases, types of cases, charging decisions or outcomes. 
never met Mr. Stephen Cambone and have never had any communications with him. I 
have not spoken to the Vice President or anyone in his office regarding military 
commissions at any time. 

I received a recommendation for approval of a pretrial agreement in the case of United 
States v. Hicks signed by BOen Hemingway, then the legal advisor, as well as Colonel 
Davis. At no time did Colonel Davis ever contact me personally to inform me that he did 
not agree with the terms of the pretrial agreement or had any complaints about the process 
of negotiation of the pretrial agreement. Colonel Davis later approached me about his 
comments to the press in which he criticized the process by which the pretrial agreement 
was accomplished. He told me that he thought it was "healthy" that he spoke publicly and 
critically about the decision. Contrary to Colonel Davis' allegations, I did not counsel him 
privately about his public remarks. One of the reasons that he was not primarily involved 
in the final Hicks negotiations is that the defense had filed a motion to disqualify Colonel 
Davis based on claims that he conducted his office inappropriately because of public and 
critical comments he made regarding defense counsel in the case. 

2 



The Joint Defense Motion to Dismiss in the case of United States v. Khalid Sheikh 
Mohammed, et aI, implies that as Convening Authority I saw or received a draft of the 
charge sheet prior to the swearing of charges on February 11, 2008. I did not see, review, 
discuss, or receive a briefing on the charge sheet or any charges in the case until after the 
swearing of charges. 

Further deponent saith not. 

~0cf!~or 
Convening Authority 
Office of Military Commissions 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me, this 22drd day of May, 2008. I do 
further certify that I am a person in the service of the U.S. Armed Services authorized the 
general powers of a notary public under Title 10 U.S.C. 1044a. 
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